Correction to: Assessing Computational Fractional Flow Reserve From Optical Coherence Tomography in Patients With Intermediate Coronary Stenosis in the Left Anterior Descending Artery

In the article by Ha et al, “Assessing Computational Fractional Flow Reserve From Optical Coherence Tomography in Patients With Intermediate Coronary Stenosis in the Left Anterior Descending Artery,” which published online August 8, 2016, and appeared in the August 2016 issue of the journal (Circ Cardiovasc Interv. 2016;9:e003613. DOI: 10.1161/CIRCINTERVENTIONS.116.003613), a correction is needed.

On page 4, Figure 2, has been replaced.

Figure 2. Correlation and agreement between fractional flow reserve (FFR) and FFR_{OCT}. Between FFR and FFR_{OCT} (A) the correlation was good and (B) agreement was acceptable. FFR_{OCT} indicates computational FFR by optical coherence tomography (OCT).

This correction has been made to the current online version of the article, which is available at http://circinterventions.ahajournals.org/content/9/8/e003613.
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